LCC APPLAUDED BY U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY FOR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PROGRAMS

College featured on DOE Scientific & Technical Info website

LANSING - Lansing Community College has been cited by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Office of Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI) as one of the first colleges in the nation to incorporate alternative energy in its curricula by offering an Associate’s Degree in Alternative Energy Engineering Technology, as well as certificates in five alternative energy-related fields including: Alternative Energy Engineering Technology; Energy Efficiency Technicians; Geothermal Technicians; Solar Energy Technicians; and Wind Turbine Technicians.

As a result of LCC’s achievements, DOE’s OSTI is featuring LCC on its .EDUconnections website. The site honors and showcases higher education institutions and helps demonstrate how research and technical advancements through DOE-sponsored programs are propelling the future workforce to new discoveries in science, engineering, mathematics, and other technical disciplines. .EDUconnections highlights achievements, researchers and students.

“Our project includes community colleges and the important role they play in preparing students to be scientists and engineers,” says Walter L. Warnick, Ph.D., Director, DOE, OSTI. “[LCC’s] cutting edge programs are preparing students for a bright future.”

The LCC featured site can be found at http://www.osti.gov/EDUconnections/ccc/lcc

###

About Lansing Community College
Lansing Community College is Michigan’s third largest community college with more than 32,000 students attending each year. The College has more than 240 degree and certificate programs. LCC offers courses in general education for those interested in transferring to a four-year institution, career and workforce development, developmental education and personal enrichment. To meet the
professional development and training needs of regional employees, the college offers customized programs for credit, non-credit and continuing education. The University Center at LCC offers students the opportunity to earn bachelor’s and master’s degrees from six partner universities on the downtown LCC campus. For more information, visit www.lcc.edu.